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House Production  
 

The Vault at oldbillingsgate has undergone a complete AV overhaul and now offers a 

comprehensive and intuitive lighting and audio visual system.   

 

The installation, which features bright LED uplighters recessed into the ground around the 

arches as well as high fidelity audio coverage throughout, can be used stand alone or as 

part of a turnkey design. 

 

In addition, the Well area of The Vault features a drop-down 16ft wide electric projection 

screen and high output 15,000 Lumen projector making the area suitable for corporate 

presentations. 

 

 
 

 
 

Please note use of any external suppliers for additional lighting, sound and AV is subject to venue 

approval and commission. 

 

Please see the following pages for kit specifications. 

 



Lighting 
 

Basement 1  
 

152 Chauvet Colourdash Accent Quad – Inground Architectural Uplighter 

Colour changing LED fixtures installed to ulpight The Vault arches. 

 

36 ETC Source 4 Mini 50 Degree c/w Break-Up Gobo 

Discreet luminaire that provide a dappled break-up pattern over the floor. 

 

1 OB Dimming Circuits to ETC Source 4 Mini’s 

Electrical circuits that power the overhead break-up fixutres. 

 

Basement 2 
 

10  Chauvet Colourdash Accent Quad – Inground Architectural Uplighter 

Colour changing LED fixtures installed the uplighting the Well pillars. 

 

6 ETC Source 5 Profile 750w 50 Degree 

Wide angled profile spotlight with geometric break-up pattern projected over the floor of the Well or can be refocused to provide a 

warm stage wash. 

 

4 Clay Paky Alpha Spot 700 HPE 

Intelligent moving head profile fixtures. 

 

6 OB 3m Internally Wired Bat c/w x 15A & 3 x 16A Circuits 

Rigging bars for hanging lighting that also include electrical sockets permanently mounted onto them. 

 

1 OB Dimming and Distribution System 

Electrical hard power and dimming circuits to the lighting fixtures. 

 



Audio & Video 
 

Basement 1  
 

8 RCF 1031-A Active Loudspeaker - Flown 

Discreet, high-fidelity loudspeakers to project background audio and speeches throughout basement level one. 

 

Basement 2 
 

6 RCF 3131-A Active 15” Loudspeaker 

High impact speaker cabinets flown down the sides of the Well. 

 

4 RCF 4 Pro 8003 18” Sub Base Speaker 

Additional sub base reinforcement. 

 

1 Allen & Heath QU16 Digital Audio Console 

Intuitive audio console for controlling all the inputs into the sound system. 

 

 

Video – Basement 2 
 

1 Christie LX1500, 15000 Lumen LCD XGA Projector & Lens 

High brightness projector suspended at the rear of the Well and focused on the 16’ projection screen. 

 

1 Harkness 16’ Wide Electric Front Projection Screen 

Electric roll-down projection screen fitted to the south end of the Well. The screen can raised or lowered at the push of a button. 

 


